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The 2021 Gartner CIO Survey shows that many insurance firms

face a talent shortage in the IT department that will limit their

execution ability. To support their digital aspirations, CIOs must

determine the skills needed for digital success and begin to close

any talent gaps.

Overview

Key Findings

Recommendations

Insurance CIOs who are responsible for digital business strategy and innovation:

The digital skills challenge cannot be solved by hiring alone, as talent can be hard to

find, and it is an expensive and lengthy process to get talent onboarded and

productive. In addition, insurers are fighting with other industries for talent, as well as

with their own business peers for new roles that they need internally.

■

Demand for new technology support will continue to grow, as new business priorities

are added to the CIO’s agenda. That includes support of new business models — for

example, autonomous processing or prevention-based strategies — and new

processes such as dynamic customer engagement.

■

While the need for new skills is growing, most IT organizations still have many gaps,

which will hinder delivery and digital maturity enablement.

■

To continue to support both process optimization and business transformation

initiatives, insurers need new skills in areas such as artificial intelligence, business

intelligence and analytics, customer experience, and cloud.

■
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Introduction
More and more insurance CIOs are asking us how to address the talent gaps in the IT

department to support the organization’s digital strategy. Insurers have made great strides

in their digital progress, but most insurers still have a long way to go to complete their

journey, according to the 2021 Gartner CIO Survey. 1

To continue to support both process optimization and business transformation initiatives,

insurers must add new skills in areas such as artificial intelligence, business intelligence

and analytics, customer experience, and cloud.

However, it will be very hard to fill the gap, given the large talent crisis that exists in the

industry. Insurers are fighting with other industries for talent, as well as with their business

peers for new roles that they need internally (and are not outsourced). The CIO Survey

shows enormous gaps, especially around:

Build a “good enough” skills inventory, especially using skills adjacencies by

identifying what’s already available inside and outside of IT. Adopt and implement

agile learning to upskill or reskill employees faster, adjusting to business needs

dynamically.

■

Engage with business executives to prioritize investments based on their importance

to digital business objectives and close skills gaps. Evaluate and balance buy and

build strategies.

■

Attract talent with critical skills by intentionally cultivating and positioning the IT

organization’s employment brand. Find talent outside your local market by working

with HR and recruitment teams to identify what differentiates the IT organization’s

strengths from those of competitors, especially highlighting employment attributes

that IT talent values and leveraging hybrid work environments.

■

Artificial intelligence/machine learning (AI/ML)■

Innovation lab management and support■

Cloud application development■

Multicloud provisioning and management■

Cloud security■

Analytics and data■
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Without closing this gap — by hiring or training people in these areas — insurers cannot

achieve their digital ambition, and will position IT as the point of failure for strategy

execution. Building an effective digital talent strategy that addresses reskilling and

recruitment is essential. This strategy must address diversity issues and the identification

of new skills around technologies and insurtechs.

Analysis

Assess Skills Gaps in the IT Organization

Insurers may be refining or scaling their digital strategy, but they are still trying to fulfill

digital initiatives, according to the 2021 Gartner CIO Survey. 1 Property and casualty (P&C)

and life insurance CIOs have been focusing on how to support and enable digital

insurance for a number of years, moving through their journey steadily (see Defining

‘Digital Insurance’ — Still a Buzzword, but Evolving Through Technological and Market

Advancements). To fulfill their digital strategies, insurers are looking to new technologies

over the traditional IT approaches and technologies used by most insurance

organizations.

Demand for new technology support will continue to grow, as new business priorities are

added to the CIO’s agenda — for example, new business models (autonomous processing

or prevention-based strategies) and new processes such as dynamic customer

engagement. They must do this while continuing to support legacy and traditional

business needs and systems.

In the Gartner CIO Survey, CIOs identified AI/ML, business intelligence, data and analytics,

and user experience as the top game-changing technologies for which they need talent.

The survey also found that CIOs are struggling with supplying the right talent to support

these technologies (see Figure 1).
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Figure 1: Large-Scale Resource Constraints Plague the Insurance Industry

As Figure 1 shows, the majority of CIOs reported that their organizations were either

significantly or somewhat lacking in many critical areas, a situation that will plague the

industry if not solved. For example, cloud is becoming commonplace in the industry.

Gartner research has found that cloud adoption has grown by 388% since 2015. Cloud is

becoming a key priority, especially among P&C insurers (see Cloud Heat Map for

Insurance, 2020).

Without the right talent and skills in place, projects are likely to fail and be more costly and

complex. As a result, IT will feel frustrated, and business peers will lose confidence in IT’s

ability to enable business success that is on time and on budget. Delays or lack of

responsiveness in IT will encourage business leaders to circumvent IT, leading to shadow

IT. This is more easy than ever today with the high availability of cloud-based solutions.

These are high risks for insurance CIOs, as well as diluting progress made over the past

few years resolving tension between the business and IT.
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While many insurers began tackling the talent gap in 2020 and 2021, the path has proven

to be longer and more complex than many thought, and COVID-19 exacerbated the

situation. The CIO Survey found that the pandemic sparked 34% of insurers to increase

their investment in training their IT workforce, but only 22% increased IT headcount. In

2021, 54% expect an increase in IT workforce training, and 48% expect an increase in IT

headcount.

This reality requires assessing skill sets needed in the IT organization and reviewing or

changing HR strategies around training and hiring. Overall, the industry is growing. The

insurance industry is hiring more people in 2021, according to sources such as the U.S.

Bureau of Labor Statistics, but this is crossing business/operations and IT. 2 However,

other statistics show an industry in trouble, with reports of a shrinking workforce. For

example, the U.S. insurance industry lost 4,800 jobs in May 2021 alone. 3

Gartner recommends that insurance CIOs take immediate steps to create new talent

strategies, as described below.

Engage With Business Executives to Prioritize Investments

Many CIOs want to hire new talent. But attracting and finding the right resources can be

difficult, as insurers compete with other industries for skilled workers. Hiring cannot be the

only answer, whether from within or from outside the company:

CIOs must engage with business executives to prioritize investments, and identify which

skills gaps must be closed, based on their importance to digital business objectives. This

includes evaluating and balancing buy or build strategies in light of the organization’s

situation and the company’s market competitiveness.

For example, a company needs to quickly add cloud application development and cloud

security skills. The CIO may opt to outsource the work to a vendor or hire contractors in

the short term, while reskilling legacy system support staff from operations until a

sufficient number of employees have gained sufficient cloud skills.

Talent can be hard to find.■

The hiring process can be lengthy and expensive.■

It may take a long time to onboard and get new hires up to speed and productive.■
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By using a combination of hiring and reskilling approaches, insurance CIOs can satisfy

the organization’s short-term needs, while also acquiring critical skills for the long term at

a total cost lower than hiring new talent.

Cultivate and Position IT’s Employment Brand

Insurance CIOs must intentionally cultivate and position the IT organization’s employment

brand to attract the skilled talent they need. Innovative insurers have done this through a

variety of approaches, including:

One of the prime characteristics of strong employment branding is that it tailors its

communication to match what critical talent values, instead of solely communicating

what it has to offer.

Insurance CIOs should also work with the HR and recruitment teams to identify what

differentiates the IT organization and its strengths from those of competitors. They

should especially highlight employment attributes that are most valued by IT talent, such

as work-life balance, development and future career opportunities, and technology level

(see IT Workforce Report 1Q21: Emerging Labor Market Optimism and Implications).

Furthermore, compensation is the top driver for attrition and attraction. Organizations

often need to pay more to recruit and retain IT professionals possessing skills that are

difficult to recruit or “hot.” CIOs should consider establishing a skills premium pay

program to enhance the competitiveness of pay packages for hiring talent with critical

skills (see Changing IT Compensation Practices for a Remote/Hybrid Workforce).

Implementing local campaigns targeted at recruiting new skills, such as digital

marketing.

■

Making diversity and inclusion metrics more visible to potential workers and

recruiters alike.

■

Creating innovation labs where new recruits could start their careers.■

Promoting the employment brand on the corporate website’s career page.■

Leveraging social media channels, such as LinkedIn, YouTube and Twitter, to extend

the reach to different talent pools and improve candidate engagement (see Attract

and Recruit Top Talent With a Compelling Employment Value Proposition).

■
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Build a “Good Enough” Skills Inventory

Our research shows that only 38% of IT organizations take an inventory of IT skills and

competencies at least annually. 4 Lacking a clear understanding of the current workforce’s

capabilities makes it difficult to determine where significant gaps exist that can impede

the effective delivery of digital capabilities. Our survey found that 41% of employees can

be called “business technologists,” who report outside of IT and create technology or

analytics capabilities for internal or external business use (see Presentation:

Democratized Technology Delivery: The CIO’s New Opportunity to Boost the Value of IT).

CIOs should engage stakeholders to build a “good enough” skills inventory, identifying

adjacent skills to evaluate what’s already available inside and outside of IT. This approach

enables the organization to expand its talent pool by upskilling existing staff as skills

needs change, instead of hiring new talent externally (see Use Role Adjacencies to Find

and Develop Data Science Talent).

For example, Eastman 5 understood that data science requires skills ranging from

mathematics and statistics to computer science, data context and business knowledge.

The company leveraged adjacent skills to source members of its initial data science team

from its operations research and business analysis teams. It used real, on-the-job

experience to build the team’s skills and abilities. It started the team on basic, but

important, value-generating data and analytics tasks: statistical analyses of business

processes, data quality improvement and dashboarding. Team members practiced their

data science skills on projects sourced from business partners, as well as Kaggle

competitions.

Insurance CIOs should adopt and implement agile learning to upskill or reskill employees

faster via iterative short bursts, embedding learning in the flow of work that can

dynamically adjust with changing business needs.
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Evidence
1 The 2021 Gartner CIO Survey was conducted to inform CIOs on how to prosper in the

post-COVID-19 world. It was conducted online from 14 July 2020 through 14 August 2020

among Gartner Executive Programs members and other CIOs. Qualified respondents are

each the most senior IT leader (CIO) for their overall organization or a part of their

organization (for example, a business unit or region). The total sample was 1,877, with

representation from all geographies and industry sectors (public and private), including 82

from the insurance industry. The survey was developed collaboratively by a team of

Gartner analysts and was reviewed, tested and administered by Gartner’s Research Data

and Analytics team. Results do not represent global findings or the market as a whole, but

do reflect the sentiments of the respondents and companies surveyed.

2  Insurance Employment Impresses With Insurers Adding 20K Jobs During Pandemic,

Insurance Journal.

3  June 2021 Labor Market Pulse, The Jacobson Journal.

4 Survey Analysis: CIOs Must Invest in Reskilling and Transforming the IT Workforce to

Propel Digital Business.

5 Case Study: Internal Data Science Team Development (Eastman).
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